
Do you like big challenges?
I mean huge challenges. Challenges that people
around you will tell you are not possible. No it is not
just a line.

Ponicode is looking for a killer growth hacker....
A hungry growth hacker!

What about Ponicode?
Hey I am Edmond AOUAD co-founder and Chief
Product Officer at Ponicode and Ponicode is
recruiting … I am Lebanese and live in France.

Ponicode's vision is to build a new generation of
AI-Powered Developer Skills to enable Code Quality
@scale and refocus Developers on what matters.

In other terms we are building an Artificial Intelligence
that can code. Yes we are.



Our goals?
Beside helping all developers in the world and being
the next French unicorn, we have a challenge of
huge acquisition. Our goal is 200 monthly active
users by the end of December.

That is why we need you!
Ponicode is looking for someone who is very creative
and not afraid to think outside the box. Way way
outside of the box. Never abandons and lives to win.
Someone who will be able to come up with solutions
to bring us hundreds of users per day.

Why work with us?
● Being part of a dream team that is inventing the

future of programming
● Unleash your creativity to reach the very high

goals Ponicode is setting
● It is very rare to find a company where you

evolve and you are stimulated as much as you
will be at Ponicode

● Have the chance to have a career and a beautiful
life in France

● French income!

Ponicode is looking for the killer growth hacker



I like numbers and so should you. The salary for a
growth hacker is 50k€ in France. Life changer, right?
I like challenges and so should you.
Of course to join us there will be a challenge. Ready?
Send your CV to Christian christianlahoud@live.com
and he will put us in touch.
My email edmond@ponicode.com
Our website Ponicode
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